The real distribution of the English "group genitive"
POSS-S and the theoretical literature
In many textbooks, POSS-S is treated as a syntactic element at the right edge of an NP, thus e.g. Carstairs-McCarthy (2002: 37) and similarly Quirk et al. (1985: 328) , and indeed it is often given as the standard example of a clitic:
In addition to inflectional affixes, there is another class of bound morphemes called clitics, which may be appended to independent words by syntactically (Katamba 1993: 245) The term CLITIC is variously defined but is generally applied to an element which lacks the prosodic independence of a word but is still positioned by syntactic rules, much like an independent word. Zwicky (1987) , however, shows that a purely syntactic approach makes the wrong predictions about the interaction between POSS-S and the word it attaches to. In an important series of papers he takes POSS-S through a series of analyses and labels. First, in a three-way classification of clitics, POSS-S is said to be a BOUND WORD, then, in a two-way classification, a SPECIAL CLITIC: "special" when a clitic's syntax is different from an unreduced equivalent, and its phonology opaque (Zwicky 1977: 6) , later also if it lacks a corresponding full form (Zwicky & Pullum 1983: 510; Zwicky 1987: 133) . There follows a consideration of some alternative classification schemes, prompted by observations about POSS-S which reveal a 'Real distribution of "group genitive"', 1 Jun 2010, p.6 of 48 more complex set of properties than are normally associated with clitics. If POSS-S was positioned by syntactic rules, by the Bracketing Erasure Principle the internal structure of the host word should be invisible to the clitic (see Kiparsky 1982) . Zwicky sets most store by his observation that POSS-S is "suppressed" in the presence of another affix with the same allomorphy (namely the unmarked plural inflection, the 3 sg present inflection, or indeed another occurrence of POSS-S) . He argues that the grammaticality facts are as follows (1987: 139-41): (We give a sampling of crucial examples in (3) without any contextual discussion.) These data show that the realisation of POSS-S depends on whether the word-final sibilant to which POSS-S attaches is (part of) an inflectional morpheme or not. Native speaker judgements on the data vary slightly in detail, but it seems clear that speakers do make a distinction between the 's attaching to morphologically simple words on the one hand and to morphologically complex words on the other. The correct suppression of POSS-S in such examples as (3) depends not just on the phonology but on the internal morphology of the host, and syntax cannot look inside words. By standard assumptions about the relation between morphology 3 Misprinted as hurrie's (Zwicky 1977: 141) . 4 Bermúdez-Otero & Payne (forthcoming) present a counterexample, namely the acceptability to some speakers of the man with the ducks's gun, in which POSS-S is attached to the plural -s; this would correspond to a grammatical a friend of my two kids's ideas; the observation is due to Miller & Halpern (1993) .
'Real distribution of "group genitive" ', 1 Jun 2010, p.7 of 48 and syntax, this can be expressed as POSS-S having some affix-like properties. The term PHRASAL AFFIX is invoked by Nevis (1985) to describe its behaviour (Zwicky 1987: 134) , but
Zwicky concludes that POSS-S cannot be a syntactic formative and must instead be an (EDGE-LOCATED) INFLECTIONAL AFFIX (1987: 139) . This is later defined as "a morphosyntactic feature, distributed by syntactic rules but realized as a suffix by the same sort of (morphological) rule appropriate for the standard examples of inflectional suffixes " (1987: 142) .
Using the formalism of Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar, Zwicky (1987) and later Lapointe (1990) and Miller (1993) provide analyses of English POSS-S as a phrasal affix which aim to capture these apparently conflicting properties of being positioned syntactically but attaching morphologically. 5 This is not the place to discuss the detail of these analyses, but they assume an EDGE feature which can have the feature values FIRST or LAST. This feature distributes from the mother node to the leftmost or the rightmost daughter, unlike most features, which distribute from mother to head daughter. The distribution of the exponence of the feature POSS is governed by the linear precedence rule shown in (4), i.e. all elements precede the exponence of the LAST feature.
(4) X < last Anderson (2005) takes the discussion in a different direction, arguing that Zwicky's (earlier) taxonomy is problematic in itself, and that phonological criteria will work much better for simple clitics. For special clitics, and POSS-S in particular, he argues that morphology holds the key. Having dispensed both with the (non-)existence of a free-form variant as a classificatory property of clitics and with any kind of phonological definition 
below). His proposal uses the concepts of Suffixaufnahme and Suffixhäufung
(Plank 1995 is a useful reference here) and assumes that "[f]eatures can be passed from the node where they are licensed to а daughter node either as internal or external features". In the case of phrasal (group) genitives, the external feature GEN is passed to a non-head -the final word in the NP -but "the unmarked head also bears a (ghost) copy" of the feature. The effect of this ghost copy is to explain why plural heads are rare with group genitives: plural s tends to suppress POSS-S, as in (5).
(5) *the kings of England's victories 7
It should be clear at this point that the clitic and the phrasal affix analyses of POSS-S, despite their contrasts, differ only in the view taken of the morphophonological interaction between the 's and the host word. 8 They do not differ with respect to the placement of the 's within the phrase, which is assumed to be unproblematically at the right edge.
It is well known that there are a number of constraints favouring the expression of possession by POSS-S over the of-construction -for instance, animacy or high topicality of the possessor (see for instance Rosenbach 2002 Rosenbach , 2003 Hinrichs & Szmrecsanyi 2007) . If the clitic or right edge phrasal affix analyses are straightforwardly correct, then whenever the semantic and information-structural constraints are met, POSS-S ought to be possible. Absence or presence of postmodification, the length of any postmodification or the category of the final word should not matter. As far as clitics are concerned, this is captured in the first of the criteria posited by Zwicky & Pullum (1983: 503) :
A. Clitics can exhibit a low degree of selection with respect to their hosts [footnote omitted], while affixes exhibit a high degree of selection with respect to their stems.
Given its importance to the description of POSS-S, we will, beginning in Section 4, explore the extent to which right-edge positioning accurately captures the properties of POSS-S in English. 7 The asterisk is Payne's but is consistent with Zwicky's judgement of similar examples (1987: 140 n.6). 8 Carstairs proposes an interesting alternative. He argues for the clitic status of the possessive 's, but accounts for the data described in Zwicky (1987) by assuming that the s which appears in examples like the cats' tails is not some sort of merger of the plural affix and the clitic possessive, but instead "a purely inflexional (i.e. affixal) realisation of the combination of morphosyntactic properties Plural and Genitive" (1987: 159) .
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POSS-S in descriptive grammars
In less specialised work we also find divergent approaches to the analysis of POSS-S, although again the presumed right-edge status of POSS-S is never doubted. This section discusses a significant older contribution, then concentrates on what three of the most prominent recent descriptive grammars of English have to say.
Jespersen, Progress in Language
The term GROUP GENITIVE, defined only by example, was apparently coined by Jespersen Donaldson's hint that English POSS-S is more restricted than the Afrikaans possessive (1993: 98), and Kreyer's (2003: 194) apparent finding that postmodification was avoided in his corpus in favour of of-constructions.
'Real distribution of "group genitive"', 1 Jun 2010, p.11 of 48 assumption in the theoretical literature is simply that POSS-S attaches with great freedom.) His explanation, however, is baffling: that POSS-S is an "interposition" connecting two words, "now partly a suffix as of old, partly a prefix", and that "[w]henever the s is taken from the word to which it should properly belong (according to the old grammar) and shifted on to some other word, this latter is always followed immediately by the governing word" (Jespersen 1894: 313-5) . But it follows (not is followed by), and not always immediately. Biber et al. (1999) base most of their analyses and organisation on Quirk et al. (1985) -not always with identical terminology, however -and add an element of systematic corpus analysis by genre and variety. They call POSS-S, using the term GENITIVE, a "case inflection for nouns" (Biber, et al. 1999 : 292, cf. also Quirk et al. 1985 
Comprehensive Grammar

Longman Grammar
Cambridge Grammar
Payne & Huddleston have a more subtle take on the matter, distinguishing between HEAD GENITIVES, with inflection on the head noun, and PHRASAL GENITIVES (2002: 479-81) . This follows from their decision to analyse personal pronouns as a subtype of noun, with possessive determiner use treated as the genitive case of the pronoun (2002: 327, 470-72) .
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Given that analysis, the pronoun I, for example, has as its normal genitive forms my and mine (11) the Prime Minister, Mr Howard's tax package
We take example (10) from Biber et al. (1999: 298) , who explicitly include it under the heading of group genitive, as would Quirk et al. (1985 Quirk et al. ( : 1345 . 14 However, unlike in (7), the last word before POSS-S also has head status 15 within the possessor noun phrase and is nominal. For Payne & Huddleston, (10) and also (11) (10) to be "characteristic of informal speech" and "sometimes felt to be incorrect" in "formal English" (1985: 964n).
15 Coordination and apposition are of course each the subject of a huge literature. We assume that coordinate structures do not have a single head; see for instance Borsley (1994), Huddleston & Pullum (2002 : 1275 , among others.
16 Note, however, that Booij (2008: 8) takes equivalent Dutch POSS-S forms, such as Jan en Piets vader 'Jan and Piet's father', as evidence that "the -s is always phrase final". (10) and (12) in Section 4.2 below.
POSS-S in use
Speech
Previous studies are overwhelmingly based on written language, including the corpus work of 
Coordination in the possessor
When possessors are coordinated, POSS-S can occur on all conjuncts, as in (13) -in fact our BNC data never involve more than two -or just on the last, (14). We have left the spelling as it appears in the corpus, but for clarity the possessor NP is sometimes underlined: They acknowledge that speakers are inconsistent, however, and give examples where the correlation fails; see also Huddleston, Payne & Peterson (2002 : 1330 Although derived from a very small sample, Table 1 suggests that there may be no strong preference either way. Attachment of POSS-S alternates between head and right edge of the possessor NP, as also in the ordinary coordinations above and in the postmodified constructions discussed in Section 4.5 below. This is a vital clue to understanding POSS-S.
Postmodification
If POSS-S really is a straightforward right-edge phenomenon, then it should occur as readily after postmodification as in head genitives, and no matter what the host word. This is at least the implication of the theoretical research (and qualified a little in the descriptive grammars) and is the view propagated in other sections of the descriptive literature, in which the prevailing assumption is that the group genitive "is a common feature of PDE [Present-day English] syntax" (Moessner 2003: 114 b.
[…] a movie in which the director spends most of his time trying to point the camera at the BACK of whoever is speaking's head in order to make the lousilyrecorded, mumbling and whispering that they are doing totally incomprehensible.
c. i like the guy in the yellow's head/body movement.
Our data -systematically gathered, naturally occurring and quantifiable -tell a different story, however. First of all, postmodification of the possessor is rare overall with POSS-S: Table 2 : Postmodification in possessors with POSS-S (BNC spoken) about here
Note that "postmodification" in Table 2 simply refers to postmodifying material in the possessor NP that comes somewhere after the head noun or pronoun. In Table 3 , the structural nature of that material is classified.
22 Table 3 : Structural nature of postmodification in possessors with POSS-S (BNC spoken) about here 22 One example, (56) below, is counted twice, as its postmodifier contains both else and an in-phrase; that is why N adds up to 1 more than the total and the percentages to more than 100.
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It will be seen that postmodification by else is the most common type, and that means postmodification just one word long.
Postmodification by a single word
The most frequent type of postmodification within a POSS-S construction is the placement of a modifier immediately (Payne & Huddleston 2002: 423) after the head of the possessor NP.
The head is usually an indefinite pronoun (someone, anyone, everyone, no-one, etc.) , 23 in which case in the spoken BNC only else occurs as postmodifier (cf. footnote 13 above), with POSS-S attached to it. Constructions of this type contrast with the examples described in Section 4.5, in that, despite the presence of postmodification, it is far more frequent to find a POSS-S construction than an equivalent of-construction: in the spoken BNC, there are 123
examples (see Table 3 
Longer postmodifiers
The single-word postmodifier exemplified in (25)- (26) could have its own modifier, making for a longer postmodifier phrase. We give a web example:
(27) A warm heartfelt film that gives you a look at life through someone quite different's eyes.
Again the spoken BNC has no such examples. In every one of the BNC examples (28)- (44), postmodification ends in a noun. Notice, though, that despite these right-edge, non-head nouns, no ambiguous examples (of the type the man with the cat's ears) occur, just as Quirk et al. predict (1985 Quirk et al. predict ( : 1345 . The overall distribution of hosts for POSS-S is shown in Table 4 : Table 5 it is shown that postmodifiers that occur in POSTMOD-POSS are strikingly restricted, with at most 11 (counted generously) containing possessors that are more or less freely constructed. If they are discounted, only 20 (at most) are left, a mere 0.2% of overall POSS-S occurrences.
Notice that the total in Table 5 is lower than in Table 2 to Table 4 : the missing items represent a kind of postmodification where POSS-S is not attached at the right edge of the possessor NP (see Section 4.6.2 below).
Avoidance strategies
Overall, the rarity of attachment of POSS-S to the right edge of a postmodified possessor is striking and at odds with the implications of the literature. Rather than use POSTMOD-POSS, speakers tend to adopt what we will refer to as AVOIDANCE STRATEGIES.
The of-construction
The obvious avoidance strategy is the construction most often mentioned as an alternative to 
Split genitive
Another avoidance strategy is the SPLIT GENITIVE, where POSS-S is attached to the head noun, and the remainder of the possessor phrase is placed after the possessum. This involves postmodification, therefore (which is why they were counted in Table 2 to The postposed element was characteristically an of-phrase.
That particular characteristic is not true of our data, but otherwise we can say that a split genitive appears in PDE, with up to 17 examples in the spoken BNC. 26 As such, this apparently unnoticed pattern is barely any rarer than the POSTMOD-POSS which has been crucial to theorising. Again we pick out the possessor phrase -now interrupted by the possessum -with underline, and here we give more generous context than usual: (49) […] the person that was having a fit would absolutely go through hell because somebody at some stage had said oh you must put something in a person's mouth that has epilepsy. (F8C 105) (50) […] I remember when projects used to come into the group from on high, they used to filter through the organization, until they landed on somebody's desk who was actually supposed to carry out the work. (H48 740) 25 For related avoidance strategies in Swedish, see Börjars (2003) . 26 (65) and perhaps (64) are not quite certain.
(51) And as you've seen with previous closures of our homes, the last three, is that we've been able to utilize some of those resources to provide that shift in policy which has been very successful, and has, er, a process that we've got <unclear> has allayed people's fears who've been used for those residential home agreements. (J3P 610 This is the sole example.
More commonly, such a co-referential pronoun (his, her, its, their) follows the possessor NP directly, so there is no postmodification to be avoided. The corpus contains 10 certain examples (and a further six dubious ones) without postmodification.
Grammaticality vs. usage: "CASUAL" examples
Avoidance strategies involve speaker choices, and there is an often-neglected difference
between grammaticality -what speakers can in principle do -and actual usage. (Indeed it has been claimed that spontaneous spoken English actually has a different grammar from the written English which perhaps informs the judgements of educated linguists (see e.g. Miller 2006) .) The split genitives discussed in Section 4.6.2 above form an interesting set. They are not exactly grammatical, to judge from the reactions of colleagues, and can look somewhat outlandish when transcribed. One factor which may be relevant to judgements of (49)- (52) is that they involve a relative clause whose antecedent is a possessive, an "old construction […] now considered awkward" (Denison 1998 : 275, and cf. Quirk et al. 1985 : 1282 . CASUALness is not the same as ACCEPTABILITY, although they are obviously related.
Hawkins (1994, 2004) makes important contributions to the debate on acceptability vs.
grammaticality. He has argued that performance is crucial to grammatical description and that usage data must be explained by reference to processing considerations as well as underlying grammar. Newmeyer (2003) offers a sympathetic summary of usage studies before making the case for the separation of grammar and usage. Processing considerations Sorace & Keller (2005 : 1508 -10, 1515 , a paper based on experimental data within an Optimality Theory framework. There is further experimental work to be done here which goes beyond the scope of the present paper.
Why is POSTMOD-POSS dispreferred?
Postmodification of the possessor NP is the crucial factor in the theoretical analyses of POSS-S. However, as illustrated in Section 4, speakers have a clear aversion to attaching POSS-S to a postmodifier, however grammatical the result might be. To account for this surprising fact, a number of proposals are canvassed in the following sections.
First, however, we respond briefly to two concerns about the representativeness of our data. One referee observes that a 10-million-word corpus is not (by modern standards) large, at least in relation to written corpora. Certainly, more data would always be desirable, but against that we have to set the clear benefits of the time-consuming scrutiny of individual examples that we chose to carry out. We think that the figures obtained (over 40,000
possessives, some 10,000 POSS-S, over 200 POSTMOD-POSS) are in fact quite large enough to support our argument. Another referee asks whether our results on the disfavouring of POSTMOD-POSS might be specific to British English, given that Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi found the group genitive to be "pervasive" in five out of nine North American varieties surveyed (2004 American varieties surveyed ( : 1153 American varieties surveyed ( , 1168 ) but only one out of eight British -and it was rare or infrequent in the remainder (2004: 1164) . This is indeed an intriguing question, but one that must be left for future research.
A production explanation for split genitives
One intuitive explanation of the split genitive data relates to online speaker production.
Having started with the possessor rather than the possessum, a speaker will be committed to POSS-S rather than an of-construction. If they then find they are dealing with a possessor that is a complex, non-head-final NP, the expected POSTMOD-POSS would be impossibly awkward in some cases at least, e.g. (49)- (53). What the speaker actually produces, as often as not, is a split genitive, with POSS-S attached to the head noun and not at the right edge. In favour of this account is the fact that with postmodified possessor NPs that can be described as unequivocally non-formulaic, only split genitives occur; the possessors of POSTMOD-POSS are, as already noted, rather more restricted. Such an account would have been strengthened by good evidence of awkwardness, e.g. abandonment of a complicated POSTMOD-POSS in favour of an of-construction, or hesitation in the split genitives. We have not found the former, but perhaps there is some hesitation in (52) and (64); see also note 28.
A cognition explanation for infrequency of POSTMOD-POSS: the proximity principle
The observation that speakers appear to want to keep POSS-S attached to the head of the possessor NP provides the starting point for another possible explanation of our data, building on the findings of Kreyer (2003) , linked to cognition and ease of processing.
In -constructions -and in his data, always do (2003: 179, 194, 201) .
Now split genitives would achieve this kind of proximity too (the leader's shirt of the council) but would destroy the proximity of possessor head and its postmodifier. Overall, the split genitive appears to be a measure adopted in speech to aid processing or, at least, to avoid constructions that would be hard(er) to process. This cognitively-based explanation accounts for the restriction of the split genitives to spoken language and for their strange character when written down.
If the postmodified possessor NP is a more or less fixed phrase (e.g. the leader of the council, the president of America), POSTMOD-POSS is more likely, presumably because the entire phrase is stored as a unit and, therefore, POSS-S may be attached to it as if to a single noun with no problems for cognition. Fixed phrases such as these correspond to the "prefabs" described by Bybee, namely "word sequences that are conventionalized, but predictable in other ways", and lexically listed: "Speakers recognize prefabs as familiar, which indicates that these sequences of words are stored in memory despite being largely predictable in form and meaning " (2006: 713) . 
General shape of NPs in English
In principle, the infrequency of POSTMOD-POSS might simply be a consequence of general NP behaviour. For example, postmodification might be very rare in all NPs, and where it does occur, the last word might still tend to be nominal. Then our data would not necessarily be telling us much about the particular proclivities of POSS-S. For some general statistics on the frequency and shape of postmodified NPs, we turn to the spoken texts of ICE-GB, a smaller corpus 30 but one that is both tagged and parsed with quite high reliability and accuracy. The relevant figures are given in Table 6 and Table 7. 31 Table 6 : Postmodification in subject and object NPs (ICE-GB spoken) about here for POSS-S possessor NPs in the spoken BNC, where postmodification runs at a mere 2.2% (Table 2 above), let alone with the figure for the non-formulaic core of POSTMOD-POSS, 0.2%.
As for the possibility of an NP ending in a word other than a noun or pronoun, the ordinary (non-possessor) NPs in ICE-GB show a rate of at least 14.3%, whereas the figure for the nonformulaic core of our POSTMOD-POSS examples is 1.8% if we discount else. In short,
possessor NPs ending in POSS-S behave quite differently from other NPs. 30 There are 637,682 words in the spoken subcorpus of ICE-GB as against 10,409,858 in the spoken part of BNC. 31 We have counted only NPs with the function of subject or object in order to minimise difficulties caused by self-embedding of NPs; the total is quite large enough to make the point adequately. DD wishes to thank Sean Wallis, Gerold Schneider and Hans-Martin Lehmann for helpful discussions on these matters. For Table 7 , the searches targeted non-nominal final words up to 12 nodes below the topmost node of a subject or object NP.
NPs whose final item was a noun, pronoun, poss-s, numeral or else were excluded, but we also discounted NPs where the final item was a pause, an interjection, a reaction or an untagged word, in case the intended ending had in fact been nominal.
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Conclusion
The main problem addressed in this paper was the discrepancy between theoretical accounts of POSS-S and its actual behaviour. The debate on the correct analysis of POSS-S has, as the references in this paper show, been ongoing and heated for over three decades and, despite
Hudson's protestation that "[i]t is embarrassing for us as a profession that we are still debating whether John's is the inflectional possessive (or genitive) of John" (1995: 387), both clitic and affix analyses still have their adherents. The distinction between clitic and affix can be said to be made in two dimensions: degree of attachment and type of placement.
As we saw in Section 2 above, the debate has centred on the former, the placement being assumed to be straightforwardly phrasal -in particular, right edge. In this paper, we have had little to say about the attachment but have focused on the placement. Since the non-head, right-edge placement is generally assumed to be more common in spoken language, it is on spoken and other informal data that we have focused. We have shown that the theoretically crucial behaviour of POSS-S, namely the so-called group genitive (POSTMOD-POSS in this paper), is not just very rare but clearly avoided.
As far as descriptive approaches are concerned, none of the previous studies had used spontaneous spoken language as a basis for their research. Accordingly, split genitives had not yet been identified in PDE (a finding which also has implications for descriptions of the history of English). We are not the first to demonstrate the avoidance of certain kinds of POSS-S (see, for instance, Kreyer 2003); this paper is, however, the first to show that, faced with a postmodified possessor, speakers do not always abandon POSS-S in favour of an ofconstruction. In fact, POSS-S may also remain attached to the head of the possessor NP, while the postmodification goes elsewhere. These split genitives exhibit the supposed clitic POSS-S occurring in a manner much like its original role as a simple inflectional affix.
In fact, the split genitive constructions require some further explanation and, perhaps, justification; it is, after all, tempting to write them off as production errors. It is true that they look unusual when written down, but this is also true of the more complex and spontaneous group genitives, which Kreyer (2003) showed to be avoided strongly in written language.
There appears to be no problem with stating that POSTMOD-POSS is largely restricted to spoken language; we can do the same for split genitives. The split genitive is a measure that aids the production and comprehension of POSS-S constructions with a postmodified possessor. It is striking that the vast majority of POSTMOD-POSS that do occur in the data involved a fixed phrase as their possessor, which is presumably accessed and treated as a single unit for purposes of cognition. A split genitive is unmotivated with such possessors, and indeed none occurred in the spoken BNC data.
32
Theoretical accounts must be adapted to account for the split genitive, which cannot be excluded on account of its perceived "ungrammaticality". We may ask, how sound is an analysis which relies on POSS-S occurring unproblematically on the right edge of any possessor noun phrase, when there is clear evidence of avoidance strategies, for instance in the form of the relative infrequency of POSTMOD-POSS and the existence of the split genitive? 33 The evidence of "normal" POSS-S constructions and split genitives indicates that POSS-S prefers to attach to the head of the possessor NP. It attaches readily to the right edge of established phrases. However, the more freely constructed POSTMOD-POSS 
